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Cows
Cater

To Comfort
Clanking milk pails
chaff on
the ceiling ... a tail in the face
flies in the milk
these are
nostalgic minutes out of yesteryear. Today it's herring bone par.

.

.

.

.

.

Farmstead Development
Department
F. D. D. North takes pride in
the William Ohlmann & Son Dairy
at Leduc. All the buildings were
erected by the Farmstead Develop-

ment Department.

.

.

.

features

must be considered

—

efficiency
climatic
labor situation.

—

—

conditions

Expect to Grow

lors,

pipeline milkers, stainless
steel bulk tanks and environmental
control.

Buildings should meet short
range needs, but future plans
should include a sizable addition

The experience of recent years
has proven without a doubt that
cows cater to comfort and put
their best yields forward when

to the herd.

leading the good

life.

With reliable farm labor getting
increasingly scarce and expensive,
is necessary to handle more and
more chores. The plans should init

agement time.

clude a low maintenance housing
system. Present farm buildings
should be utilized, but it is important not to jeopardize the efficiency of the dairy housing system
or block future expansion by trying
to modify old buildings that cannot
meet the demands of the modern
dairy farmstead.

Planning

The greatest use of stalls will
depend on a comfortable tempera-

Progressive dairymen are makthe necessary moves to put
cow comfort foremost and at the
same time they are adding convenience features that make life
easier for themselves. In short,
they're taking the 'carry-' out of
dairying and leaving more maning

When
ful

planning for the success-

milk production

facility,

many

ture with no drafts, uniform light
levels

and convenient locations.
3
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various dairy barns. From the
different
installations
he
visited, Mr. Ohlmann formulated
his own plans for the setup he
wanted. In particular, Mr. Ohlmann was impressed with the Norvisit

many

Albertan
of the
Ohlmann-

William

Month

man Jespersen

layout at Stony
which
UFA'S
Farmstead
Development Department built in
1970.

Leduc, Alberta

Plain

On December 18, 1972, the
William Ohlmann and Son Dairy
held open house and hundreds of
Albertans came to see this progressive dairy installation. Since
that day, more interested people
have visited the Ohlmann Dairy
and it is a visit well worth the
time.
You'll find the Ohlmann and
Son Dairy farmstead to be one of
the most attractive in Alberta. But

Ohlmann family, of prime
importance is the fact that not
only has their actual labour time
been cut in half
the work itself
is not as difficult, for it's no longer
the back-breaking labour that was
at one time necessary to run the
to the

—

dairy.

s

Buildings

Myron, Erna and William Ohlmann

Bill

Ohlmann was

able to help

neighbor Mr. Tews do numerous jobs around the Tews Farm
so he did. He had his own work to
do, but a neighbor needing help
was also important, so he managed to do his own work and also
help Mr. Tews.

—

his

Mr. Ohlmann came to the Leduc
area in 1940. In 1946 he had an
opportunity to buy from Mr. Tews
the property he is presently located on. He wanted the land but
simply
didn't
have
sufficient
funds. Without an agreement being drawn, with no interest charges
or discussion as to when the
money was to be repaid
Mr.
Tews loaned Bill Ohlmann the
money to buy the land. Needless
to say the money was repaid, as
Mr. Tews confidently knew it

—

would

be, for

dealings
attest

with

to

his

anyone who has had
Mr.

Ohlmann

integrity

and

will

trust-

worthiness.

—Ohlmann

Bill

man

and the

a

is an honourable
deeply religious man

life

—

style of the

Ohlmann

family exemplifies this.

—

Bill, his wife
The Ohlmanns
Erna, son Myron and daughter
Carol are all active in their church.
Carol is a member of the Liberty

—

a musUnion Youth for Christ
group that is appearing in a
series of concerts throughout Canada, and both Mr. and Mrs. Ohlical

mann

are

members

of

their

church choir.
Mr. Ohlmann now has four
quarters and raises his own grain
for his dairy operation. His son
Myron and he are partners in the
family business which is one of
the most advanced and automated
dairy farms in Alberta.

Myron, who played juvenile
hockey last year for the Leduc
Rangers (the team placed second
in the provincial hockey finals) is

A wooden frame with Colortone
Galvanized Steel finish, the dairy
barn is 174 feet long. The animal
area is 40 feet by 140 feet and the
equipment area is 50 feet by 34
feet.

Colortone galvanized steel feaa colorful, durable finish.
Ideal for siding, it will add long
life to the structure.
The insulated barn gives excellent
protection and provides a
healthy atmosphere for the cows.
Filon windows provide sufficient
light. The insulation used is 4"

tures

walls and 6" ceiling.

appreciative of the fact that his
father's decision to expand and
modernize their dairy operation
was done with him in mind, as it
will one day be his business.

The Ohlmann and Son Dairy is
very much a family farm with all
the work done by Mr. and Mrs.
Ohlmann, Myron, and Carol, when
she

is

at

home.

When Mr. Ohlmann decided to
take over his neighbor's herd he
realized that in order to expand
efficiently, he must sophisticate
his operation. His first step was
to travel throughout Alberta and

Carol

Ohlmann

—

The milk parlour nearing completion

The

operation

is

basically

a

totally confined one. At the present

80 cows and during
mild weather it is planned to let
the cows graze, but in the colder
weather they will be confined. In
this way milk production remains
steady as the dairy cattle will not
have to fight the adversities of
In
addition,
Alberta's weather.
better animal health is insured as
a tighter control can be kept on
disease.

time, there are

was not advisable

to use the
straw on the floor as
it was too coarse for the easy removal of manure. Rubber matting
and then indoor and outdoor carpeting was experimented with in
a few of the stalls as bedding, but
It

traditional

Construction begins showing

pit

layout

A highlight of the barn is the
ornate doors at the main entrance.
These doors would be attractive
on any home and at the Ohlmann's
they have proven to be a veritable
highlight. The doors are normally
not seen on a dairy barn but many
people have favourably commented on them and felt they certainly
added to the attractiveness of the
farmstead.
Feed

The Ohlmanns have a Harvestore Silo that holds approximately

650 tons of feed and is connected
directly to the stalls by a shuttle
feeder.
Stacking bales, up to
12,000 to 13,000 at one time, was

The milk house with the conversation piece doors

an arduous job that often kept the

the

Ohlmanns working far into the
night. Today feed can be put up by

slatted

sitting

on the tractor and Mr. Ohl-

mann

fully

that labour

work

is

appreciates
is

cut

no longer

in

half

the

fact

and the

difficult.

Barns

The stanchion barn is equipped
with 82 stalls. Some experimentation was necessary when the cows
were first brought into the stalls
which had cement floors with hot
water lines in the front quarter.

the

cows

still

area

gathered

in
the
go into
shavings were

rather than

Then
The cows liked

stalls.

tried.

now very content
stalls.

As

slatted area
stay clean.

this and are
to stay in the

initially
is

free

planned,

the

and the cows

The shavings
changed every two weeks.

are

Heating System

Gas fired infra-red heat units
are used in the barn and in the
walls to provide additional heat to
the dairy cows. This helps to relieve the build up of condensation

because dairy cows give off a great
of moisture in relation to
body heat given off.

deal

Hot water heat is circulated in
the free stalls for added comfort
to the cows laying in the stalls.
Aerovent Ventilation

The first reaction of the hundreds of visitors who came to the
Ohlmann and Son Dairy has almost
unanimously been, "There's such
a fresh smell in the barn". This
can be directly attributed to the

Aerovent System.

Continued^^-

In

the

barn,

there

is

a

Vari-

Pack temperature-controlled

vari-

able-speed

that

ventilation

unit

Opening day and hundreds

of interested visitors at the dairy

smoothly modulates the air flow
in order to avoid sudden changes
in air temperature. As the tempthe building drops, the
decreased and as the
temperature rises the flow is increased.
The Aerovent System is designed to draw the gases' out of the
pit as well as keeping the air
circulating throughout the barn. It
has proven very successful and
that's why the first reaction of almost every visitor has been to remark on the fresh smell in the
barn.
erature
air flow

in

is

Manure System
The barn has 8" thick slatted
floors. Under the floor is a pit 8'
deep, 28' wide and 140' long that
the manure falls into after passing
through the slatted floor. The pit
holds the manure for approximateIn this way the
ly four months.
manure residue is held in the pit
throughout the winter instead of
having to be spread on the snow.
When this was previously being
done, the residue was often washed into creeks and ditches by the
spring runoff. With the pit, the
Ohlmanns are assured of spreading the manure right on the land

and

in

this

way

a

much more

efficient job of fertilizing is done.
In two days the pit can be cleaned out and then the pit will again
hold the animal residue for four
months.

(1)

Inside the milk parlor showing the recessed area with
and a portion of the milkline system.

collecting jars

The steps into the milking pit
made from cement and also

ranged on an angle facing away
from the central pit where the
dairyman monitors the operation.
The udders are only 44" apart
which means fewer steps when
working from one cow to the next.
Because the cows are angled and
the operator's pit holds the col-

tractor

John Bird that was express-

designed for the Ohlmanns'
added convenience and comfort.
ly

Engineered to lift and load
manure, water, slurry or
sloppy manure, the Patz-LiquidVator assures a smooth, efficient

Twelve cows at a time are
handled in the double six herring
bone automatic milk parlour. The
cows are let in through a vacuum
operated door and then enter their
stall.
Each stall has a separate
feeding control that dispenses the
feed according to the individual
needs of the cow.

The Milking

A

Pit

large milking area, in
fact one of the largest F. D. D. has
ever built, is a feature at the Ohlmanns. The walls are sloped to
allow toe space and there is no
stooping or bending as the sloped
walls and toe space allow the
dairyman to stand close to the

cows.

6

very

cows are

have a toe space. This is an extra
feature
innovated
by sub-con-

The Milk Parlour

operation. Positioned where liquids collect, the Liquid-Vator easily
handles liquids that flow to it and
is unaffected by manure solids or
bedding. Using the Patz chain and
flite system, no extra water or stirring of the liquids is necessary for
an effective operation.

of the parlour

is

Patz-Liquid-Vator
liquid

The actual design

are

interesting as the

lection jars, this

arrangement

ar-

re-

quires less space than most other
systems.

The Milk House
In

the milk house Mrs.

Ohlmann

added attractive turquoise
curtains. The milk house is spothas

Ohlmann remarkdoes take a certain
amount of washing down to keep
it so but the work is not the hard
labour it previously was and the
time element has been cut consid-

lessly clean. Mrs.

The milk

clusters are placed on

the udders and from then on the
system looks after itself until the
cows are finished milking. The
clusters are then removed and
ready for the next twelve cows.

The entire milking system is
vacuumized under a pressure differential of 10 to 15 pounds which
also transports the milk from the
receiving jars
cooling tanks.

directly

into

the

ed

that

it

erably.

The milk is drawn from the parlour through the pipe line system
to the cooling tank which is capable of holding 1,000 gallons. The
tank is oval in shape to provide a

more gentle

agitation

and uniform

Peter practically lived on the job.
it
came to personalized
service, Mr. Ohlmann stated, "We
received the finest of service from
Peter and there was no way he
could have improved on the help
and advice he gave us."

When

Both Peter and John, Mr. Ohlsaid, took a real pride in
their work. John did things on his

mann

own

to facilitate the operation

—

and he was more than willing to
do almost anything that would
make things more comfortable and
convenient for the Ohlmanns.
Many mornings Mr. Bird was on
the job at 4:00 a.m. and Mr. Ohlmann doesn't feel that you could

more conscientious worker.
He emphasized that he was very

find a

impressed with the attention to
that both Peter and John
gave to their work and that working with them had been a satisfydetail

(2)

Inside the barn

levels.

The

shape also means that

less

blending at
oval

all

milk

milk

is required to cover the cooling panels which results in faster

cooling and no icing.

Constructed of polished stainless steel to facilitate easy cleaning, the tank is cleaned in a matter
of minutes with no more exertion
required than the turning of the
dials to start the automatic washing system.

—

Peter Malinowski,
Sales Representative for F. D. D.
North and John Bird, UFA subcontractor.
of his dairy

ing experience.

The United Farmer is proud to
recognize William Ohlmann, a progressive dairyman, as Albertan of
the Month.

Peter is one of F. D. D. North's
veteran sales representatives and
has earned the utmost respect of
many of his customers. Mr. Ohlmann said that Peter's help and
advice was invaluable and that
Peter Malinowski and William

Ohlmann

Mr. Ohlmann said that automating his operation has meant quite
a financial outlay but he feels that

has been worthwhile. He emphasized that even though he is
now milking thirty more cows than
before, the work is still cut in half

it

allows
more management
time. He again emphasized that
the work is not the difficult backbreaking work that was so necessary at one time.

and

In total Mr. Ohlmann felt that
the use of a system similar to his
is capable of saving an appreciable
amount of money while at the

same time it has considerably
improved the working conditions
of the

Ohlmann

family.

Peter Malinowski and John Bird

This story may give you the impression that Mr. Ohlmann is satisfied
with his new automated
dairy
well he certainly is. However his praise is enthused and
unlimited for the two gentlemen
who worked so closely with him in
the expansion and modernization

—

Continued
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Service Awards

ffc

R. C. Ponting
West lock
is with regret the

The

United Farmer notes the
passing of Mr. Dick Ponting, who at the time of his
death was the SecretaryManager of the Pembina
UFA Co-op Association
Limited.

many

To

name

Dick

people
Ponting

the

and

Pembina UFA Co-op was
synonymous. The long relationship began in 1933.

GEORGE SAYLE
President
United Farmers of Alberta

25 Yeor Service Award

At that time Dick Ponting
worked for the Pembina

Co-op and when Westlock
began operations under a

new

UFA

Dick
Ponting was checked in as
the first Agent. In 1940,
Mr .Ponting became Manager of the Association
and then later the Secrecontract,

tary.

He

represented

Pem-

bina at many UFA Co-op
conferences and when policy was changed regarding
representation, Dick Ponting was elected a Delegate
and represented his district for

many

years.

Under

capable direction as
Secretary - Manager,
the
Pembina UFA Co-operative

his

Petroleum

Associavigorous
and productive growth and
much of the credit for the
progressive expansion of
Pembina must be attributed to Dick Ponting and his
dedication to his work.
Sincere condolences to
Mrs. Ponting and sons Phil
and Douglas on the passing of their beloved hustion

showed

a

band and father, on behalf of Mr. Ponting's many
friends and associates at

UFA.

10

In

the

late

1920's,

a

young

man who had recently left the Isle
of Mann paid ten dollars for a
quarter

section

of

land

in

the

Peace River Country. He was
eager and determined to make a

home

for

himself.

Four of the homesteaders worked together. They lived in a crude
shack until they could help each
other build homes. Timber was

—

cleared off the land
culverts
and roads built. From dawn to
dusk all worked harder than they
ever had.
George Sayle, President of UFA
was one of the homesteaders.
There were times when he and his
co-workers were discouraged but
they persevered. Clearing a small
bit of land at a time, Mr. Sayle
resolutely worked on. Eventually
he was able to plant his first crop
of oats and barley.

And

just as there are

many crops

now many,

the Peace River,
so did George Sayle in his determined way help to cultivate the
in

growth of UFA.

A UFA

local met at the Westschool in the area. Every
year a delegate from the local
went to the annual meeting in
Calgary where he joined several
hundred delegates from all parts
of Alberta. As a delegate Mr. Sayle
took his responsibilities seriously.

vale

travelled many miles explaining UFA
its aims and principles and was very conscientious

He

—

about keeping members informed.
A lot of support given UFA in the
Peace River area can be attributed
to the foundation that was laid
by Mr. Sayle and others of his
determination.
In 1948, Mr. Sayle became a
director of the board of UFA Coop Limited and in 1963 was elected President.
The determination that helped
a young man in 1926 to pioneer
and become a successful farmer
is still evident in the conduct of
Mr. Sayle as President of our Organization. He is as conscientious
about his duties as President of
UFA as he was about conducting
local meetings. These qualities,
augmented by his business acumen and consideration for others,
have earned for Mr. Sayle the respect of the thousands of people
he has been associated with and
particularly the respect of the
Directors, Delegates, Management

and Employees of UFA.
Mr. Sayle was recently honoured with a 25 Year Service Award.
UFA Co-op is proud to have a
man of his stature and dedication
as its President.

Service Awards
20 Years
JIM SHINDLER
Operations Manager
Farm Supply Division

March 26, 1953

70
Years
DONNA ROSE

KAICHI NISHIMURA

Key Punch-Group Leader

Sales Development Analyst

Data Processing

Farm Supply
March 21, 1963

May

27,

1963

GERRY METZ
Supervisor
Financial Accounting
October 21, 1967

LORRAINE HAMMER
General Clerk Senior
Marketing Accounting
April 1,

1968
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Seminar for Supervisors
UFA Customer Service
tives

Do

A

Lot

Supervisors and Representa-

More Than Simply

Move

It

Lift Material

and

Around.

Ward Smith, Manager, and Jim
Operations Manager of
the Farm Supply Division, con-

Shindler,

ducted a seminar for UFA Customer Service Supervisors The seminar was held in the board room of
the Calgary Head Office.
Formerly called Head Warehousemen, job titles were recently

changed

Customer

to

Supervisors

in

order

Service
to

more

closely reflect the actual nature of
their work.

Customer Service
are responsible for:

Supervisors

— phases customer
customer
once
—
customers
warehouse and
—
customer merchan—
merchan—
and
service
leaves the

of

all

the
sales floor.
the flow of

in

the

yard.

loading of

dise.

A

brief stop for a coffee break.

—

in
other words, your
housekeeping at the centre
and
you are usually the last employee
a member has contact with before
he leaves the centre".

stock

—

UFA Customer
visors

and

Service SuperRepresentatives do a

lot more than simply lift material
or move it around. They are a vital
part of our Customer Service Pro-

gram.

Meet some

of the key people
our Organization
UFA Customer Service Supervisors
in

—

!

inspecting returned

dise.

warranty repairs

repairs

on

at

forms of merchandise.
Some of the topics emphasized
the seminar were:
Communications and Supervisall

—

responsibilities as a superion
visor of people.

Warehousing and Standardization of Material.

—

Storing
cutting down on aof material handled in order
to reduce costs and to minimize
damage incurred through excessive handling.
Standards for fork truck care
and maintenance
in order to
reduce down time and cut costs.
Films shown at the seminar emphasized this as well as the safety
aspect.
Bill
McCartney, General Manager, spoke to the Supervisors on
another aspect of their work. "You
men hold a key position in our
Farm Supply operations. In addition to your other responsibilities,
you are in daily contact with our
customers. The visual impression
a member gets, both coming and
going at the Farm Supply Centre
depends to a large extent on the
appearance of the yard and the

mount

—

12

Barry Brown
Airdrie

Bob Hudson
Calgary

Harry Melnychuk
Cam rose

Eugene Letwin
Edmonton

!

!

Orval Sorken

Grande

Prairie

Lome

Perkin

Oyen

Gerald Gayton

Leonard Breunig

Grimshaw

Provost

Rod Quaschnick
Hanna

Gordon Blades
Red Deer

Jack Poole
Stettler

Ernie Semeniuk
Vermilion

Ken Jendrick
Westlock

Pictures not Available

Leo Moulun and Pat Wylie,
Customer Service Supervisors
Falher and Vulcan.

Keith Conquergood
Leth bridge

at

John Mandryk
Spruce Grove
13

Appointments
the last few months, several changes have taken place in the
Division. In the process, some of our experienced and astute
personnel have assumed new and responsible positions.
In

Farm Supply

John Dueck,

Ed Evans,

Purchasing-Advertising Co-ordinator

Farm Centre Supervisor

year man with UFA and formerly manager
Lethbridge Farm Supply, John Dueck is the
Purchasing-Advertising Co-ordinator of the Farm
Supply Division. His core functions are to research
new product lines with particular emphasis on equipment, develop a divisional advertising program, and
co-ordinate purchasing and advertising.

The expansion of the Farm Supply Division has
necessitated the establishment of a Farm Centre
Supervisor. Ed Evans, formerly Manager at the Red
Deer Farm Supply Centre, was appointed to this

Primarily in the field of equipment, John will
research new products and present his findings to
the Division Manager for decision regarding inclusion
in the Farm Supply merchandising program. He will
introduce lines included to the branches and, as required, set up an advertising program.

policy.

A 12

of the

Some
sumed in

John has asdevelopment
of training programs where necessary on existing
working with Statistical
lines of merchandise
Research, Data Processing and Operations in order
to reach an optimum degree of margin control and
preparation and adturnover within the Division
ministration of an advertising budget
all advertising sent directly from Head Office and preparation of
of the other responsibilities
the
this new position are:

—

—

—

—

in-store material to be used with this advertising.

John will report directly
Manager.

to

Ward Smith,

Division

Joining UFA in 1961 as a counter salesman in
Calgary, John was appointed Manager at Camrose in
1964, and in 1966 was transferred to the Lethbridge
Farm Supply Centre as Manager. He is originally
from the Coaldale area and before moving to Calgary was an active member of the Lethbridge community.
For hobbies he enjoys photography, hunting,
fishing, golfing and camping. He and his wife Leona
have three children, Wesley, Shelley and Carri.
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position.
In his new position Ed will be primarily responsible for the daily operation of all UFA Farm Supply
Centres within the limits Corporate and Division

Some

of Ed's duties

and responsibilities

will

be

to:

—
—
—
—
—
—

supervise the administrative procedures of each
of the centres
maintain good customer relations through proper

customer sales and service procedures
supervise margin control at the centres
assist Managers with inventory management
assist Managers with their local advertising pro-

gram
assist Operations Manager with the
of new Farm Supply Centres.

Ed

will

development

report directly to Jim Shindler, Operations

Farm Supply Division.
Ed joined UFA on May 16, 1967. Prior to joining
our organization he was employed by a wholesale
distributor of forest products. In this work he gained
a thorough knowledge of this most important segment of farm marketing which was invaluable to him
in his position at Red Deer. Under Ed's capable
management, Red Deer showed an excellent growth

Manager

of the

record.

For hobbies Ed enjoys photography and

many

of

his pictures have been used in The United Farmer.
He and his wife Marilynn have three children, Mark,

Janice and Mathew.

The United Farmer wishes every success to
these two capable men in their new responsible
positions in the Farm Supply Division.

Agent

of the

Month

Don is also an agent for Cooperative Insurance Services and
has won Awards for the number
of new policies he has signed.
His business keeps Don busy
and his wife Barbara has been a
tremendous help to him with his
records.

Don Hennel

UFA Agent
Stettler

When Don Hennel belonged

to

4-H, he was an exceptionally keen

and enthused member. Don grew
up on his father's farm in the
Stettler area, attended a country
school and belonged to the 4-H
Grain and 4-H Beef clubs. He won
numerous ribbons and awards and
one year attended the Royal Winter Fair. He was the first competitor in Alberta to win in the Open
Oats Category and as a member
of the 4-H Beef Club, he also won

Grand Champion Award.
Don is still very enthused and
involved in many phases of com-

a

munity

life.

He

is

a

member

Don is an ardent sportsman who
enjoys both water and snow skiing.
He has his own boat and a cabin
at Buffalo Lake. In water skiing
Don has become adept enough to
be able to do stunts and trick skiing. He loves to hunt and tries to
make a periodic trip into the
Lethbridge-Taber area. Don also
curls and bowls and last year

Don

Fox, Stettler, and Don
pose with a good day's bag

Hennel

bowled a 425 game.
Another hobby of Don's is Canadian Artifacts and he has an interesting

collection

of

buggies,

democrats and antique trucks.
Don is an active and enthused
young man and he and his wife
Barbara and their children Tod
and Stacey lead a busy life.
The United Farmer salutes Don
Hennel,

a

Stettler

community

worker and businessman, Mister
UFA in Stettler, as Agent of the
Month.

of the

Board of Trade and Agriculture and is vice-president of the
Willow Canyon Ski Club. Don and
Stettler

Don Hennel during the construction
Canyon Ski Chalet

of the Willow

the other ski-enthusiasts in Stettler built this club themselves, and
they can be proud of the attractive
ski chalet their work accomplished.

Don joined UFA in 1964. Previous to this he had worked in the
Stettler Co-op Stores and also one
of the local hardware stores. He
has steadily

built

up

his

volume

at

the Stettler Agency and in 1972
his sales went over the Vz million
gallon mark. The range of Don's
customers are mostly in an area
East to Halkirk, North to Donalda,
South to Big Valley and West to
Nevis.

He has a 1971 Dodge Truck
1,700 gallons and employs a reg-

ular driver-salesman.

Some

of Don's

many 4-H Awards and

Ribbons.
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Animal
at the

Health

Centre

Red Deer Farm Supply Centre
Each of UFA's 17 Farm Supply
Centres now has an Animal Health

Department that offers a full and
complete line of Animal Health
Products.
in

The central purchasing office is
Calgary and deals directly with

manufacturers.

Larry Firmston

Manager
Animal Health Department

Firmston,
Manager of the Animal Health Department, has an extensive and
knowledgeable background in the
animal health field and only the
most rigidly tested products and
brand name merchandise is handled by UFA.
Before joining UFA in 1971,
Larry was with the Northwest Drug
Company for three years and with
Province Livestock, a veterinary
drug wholesale, for seven years.
His considerable experience in the
animal health business has been
invaluable in organizing and installing a complete Animal Health
Larry

Department in each of UFA's Farm
Supply Centres.
In addition to Calgary being the
central purchasing agency, it also
functions as a liaison with the
Provincial Government. Each Farm

Supply Centre is licensed individually and the Government maintains a regular inspection schedule
to ensure that premises and products measure up to prescribed
standards.

Each centre is required to have
treatment medicine behind
glass
proper refrigeration
and in addition, records must be
maintained of the product and the

—

—

all

amount

sold.

Member demand

for an Animal
Health Department has been high.
The sales-volume of UFA's Animal
Health Department has been outstanding and confirms the necessity of having a complete line of
all animal health products at competitive prices in each of the centres.

Only the very highest quality
products are carried at the centres, and with these carefully selected products goes the advice of
someone who cares
someone
willing to set you up on a program
for treatment and prevention of

—

disease.
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